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Sun Magnetic
Poles Ready To
Reverse

Taking a Dose of my own Medicine

According to measurements from NASAsupported observatories, the sun’s vast
magnetic field is about to turn over.

Afterwards, I decided to take a dose of my
own medicine and do a little preventive
maintenance around the shack. I started
with the Astron RS-35M, which provides
the DC power that runs HF transceiver and
my VHF/UHF transceiver in my shack. I had
started noticing a few little things, such as
the voltage adjustment being a little fussy,
that I wanted to correct before the supply
failed on me.

By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
Last week, I wrote a blog post on preventive maintenance for one of my writing
clients.

The Sun’s magnetic field changes polarity
approximately every 11 years. It happens
at the peak of each solar cycle as our
home star’s inner magnetic field generator
reorganizes itself signaling the mid-point
of a Solar Cycle.
Todd Hoeksema is the Director of Stanford’s Wilcox Solar Observatory which is
one of the few that monitor the sun’s
polar magnetic fields. He says that we are
no more than 3 to 4 months away from
a complete field reversal and that this
change will have ripple effects throughout
the solar system. This is because of the
fact that the domain of the Sun’s magnetic
influence, also known as the Heliosphere,
extends billions of kilometers beyond the
minor planet Pluto and almost too interstellar space.
When solar physicists talk about solar field
reversals they are also referring to something known as the Sun’s Current Sheet.
This is a sprawling surface jutting outward
from its equator where it’s slowly rotating magnetic field induces an electrical
current. During field reversals, the current
sheet becomes very wavy. As Earth orbits
the sun, it dips in and out of the current
sheet. Transitions from one side to another
can stir up stormy space weather around
our planet which in turn can affect radio
propagation to some degree.
As the field reversal approaches, data from
the Wilcox Solar Observatory shows that

After removing the cover, I vacuumed all
the dust out of the supply. The RS-35M
wasn’t very dirty, but even so, getting the
dirt out of a piece of equipment is probably the first thing you’ll want to do when
performing preventive maintenance. Dirt
impedes air flow. That can lead to higher
operating temperatures, and as the lab
manager that I interviewed for my blog
post said, “Heat kills.”
Not only should you vacuum any dust out
of a cabinet, you should also clean the fan
filters, if your gear has them. Dusty filters
prevent air from flowing smoothly through

equipment, and that means the fans don’t
cool as well as they should.
Once that was done, I did a visual inspection. One thing that you want to look for
are components that look like they’re getting too hot. Another thing to look for is
evidence of arcing. Whatever is causing the
overheating or arcing will eventually cause
a unit to fail. Fortunately, I found neither.
Next, I checked to see that the components mounted to the enclosure were
securely screwed down. In the RS-35M, the
transformer, the bridge rectifier, and an
electrolytic are mounted to the enclosure.
Oddly enough, the bridge rectifier was
quite loose, so I tightened it down. Also
loose were the output terminals. I tightened these down as well.
Finally, I squirted a little cleaner and
lube into the voltage adjustment pot and
worked it back and forth. That seemed to
do the job. That pot now works smoothly
and cleanly.
I put the cover back on, reconnected the
power cable, and got back to making QSOs.
It should be good for another couple of
years.

the sun’s two hemispheres are out of synch.
According to Solar Physicist Phil Scherrer the
Sun’s North Pole has already changed sign,
while the South Pole is racing to catch up.
Soon both poles will be reversed, and the
second or downhill half of Solar Max will be
underway. For ham radio it likely means that
good DX openings especially on the higher
bands could be fewer and far in- between.
—from Amateur Radio Newsline

CLUB MEETING FRIDAY AUGUST 16, 7:30PM
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Suellene, K6CPA, kicked off our last club
meeting with the job description of her
new duties as the ARRL Public Affairs Office
coordinator for the Santa Clara Valley district. She is presently recruiting and developing writers for coverage of local ham
radio events. Classes will be conducted
for this project. She also discussed the
progress of the radio lab at the repeater
shack. Cleaning out the shack should provide the necessary room. A soldering iron
was needed but a donor stepped forward.
Problem solved.
Our guest speaker for the meeting was
Glenn, W6GJB. He displayed his collection of portable “hotel room” HF and VHF
antennas. These had to be small enough
(breakdown to 22” lengths) to fit into
carry-on airline luggage and luggage overhead bins. He demonstrated his Miracle
Whip, MP-1 Vertical and Loop Antenna for
the KX-3 radio. He described getting RF
burns from holding his mic too close to
his lips when speaking and holding his
magnetic loop. Ah yes, good old RF burns
when ground connections are not available
in upper floor rooms.
I received a nice clipping from our Gold

Beach Oregon member Patrick Henry,
WA6PKM. Photos of the pilot, Hiro Takai,
and his “Tora! Tora! Tora!“ torpedo bomber
were shown. The aircraft, in Japanese
markings and with a dummy torpedo
slung under the fuselage, was used in the
filming of the movie of the Pearl Harbor
bombing on December 7th, 1941. Dozens
of WWII BT-13s were converted for the
movie. When I was at the March AFB
aircraft museum a number of years ago, I
ran to take a photo of a rare Japanese Val
dive-bomber on display. As I focused my
camera, I saw the plaque describing the
plane as a replica used in the same film.
Shucks.
I spent two days troubleshooting my gas
dryer. Clothes were wet and cold after the
cycle was complete. What to do? A quick
moment or two with U-Tube presented a
wealth of troubleshooting info. Although
I have repaired a dozen or so washers and
dryers over the years, each one presents
a slightly different problem. Following
U-Tube advice, I checked the electrical components ‚Äì all were good. The
knowledgeable parts counter guy had other
recommendations so I changed a couple of
coils and a thermal cutoff switch. These,
he said, ”Are the usual suspects.” No
help. Finally found the blower duct (very
hard to see) totally impacted and blocked
with a decade‘s worth of lint buildup. The
lint filter was regularly cleaned so only
fine particles of lint got through. A fire
hazard? Definitely. The cut off circuit was
working as advertised. While I had the
dryer apart, I cleaned the whole interior
and changed the belt. The now like-new
machine should last forever.

New Facebook Page To
Schedule Skeds
A new group has been formed on Facebook
for hams wishing toschedule contacts with
other amateurs world-wide. If you need a
particular contact for an award, or just a
chat, then go to:
facebook.com/groups/hamsked
and have a look.
—(GB2RS)

Wide Area Net
Net started at 2030 h PDT on 7181 kHz and
had 12 participating stations from: Burlingame, Half Moon Bay, South San Francisco,
San Jose, La Honda, El Granada, San Gregorio,
Jolon, Hollister, Lockwood, East Palo Alto
and Oakland. Most stations used an inverted
“Vee” antenna, but a few could switch from
wire “Vee” to a vertical: The signal was
typically 3 “S” units better (+20 dB) going
NVIS antenna to NVIS, as compared to NVIS
antenna to vertical. Most stations were also
running ~100 W transmit power.
I received all stations better than S9. By way
of example: I received WB6RC in Burlingame
at about S9+30 dB level and Lockwood, south
of King City (about 116 miles from me as the
crow flies) was S9+10 dB against a background of S7-S8 noise giving very easy copy.
A 100 mile working distance gives us reliable
communications with anyone from Santa Rosa
to Monterey and out to Sacramento without
depending on repeaters, linking or relays.
—Peter (KI6FAO)

RSGB Centential
The Radio Society of Great Britain (RSGB)
Bulletin for July was a special issue commemorating their centenary and it provides much
room for thought about our 100th anniversary in 2014. Apart from a special issue of
Short Skip I am keen for us to have exhibits
of various kind to show where we have come
from and what our future holds. Seems like
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for public
awareness and membership development.
I hope we can plan and implement something
that befits the occasion and will propose we
begin with a discussion on the topic at a
Club meeting in the very near future.

Photo caption. The Japanese torpedo bomber from the movie Tora! Tora! Tora! lands at Brookings airport, Oregon.

—73 from far away, Ron W6WO
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National Night Out
We met and chatted with the neighbors last
night on National Night Out, and hope you
did too. I visited Jade Street Park with several hams and a couple of hundred neighbors
along with our County OES COM2 StepVan,
and the free food was good too. Our Tuesday
ARES net with internet-linked repeaters had
36 check in, including several from Hollister, Salinas, Marina, and even Shelby, North
Carolina. Fun!
Santa Cruz Sentinel article explains:
http://bit.ly/13jYo3J
—73, Cap KE6AFE

Lithium Battery
Safety
Much of today’s latest portable electronics including ham Taking a dose of my own
medicine radio gear is powered by Lithium or
Lithium Ion batteries. But these same batteries have also become a safety concern.
Lithium batteries are undoubtedly popular going by their wide use in consumer
products, and even higher powered models
in electric vehicles. However they have been
linked to fires, illicit drug makers and medical
problems.
The recent death of a toddler in Queensland,
Australia and others injured after swallowing
them, has again focused attention on the
common power source.
From January 2013 stricter regulations for the
carriage of Lithium batteries by air travelers
were introduced best check with your airline
for the rules.
A battery can also be a convenient source of
lithium metal used in illegal methamphetamine laboratories. Sales of larger quantities
are restricted for this reason in some areas.
International industry standards for button
batteries are soon to be introduced as an
urgent safety measure. These are likely to
include strengthened consumer education
about the dangers and child-restraint packaging for the cell batteries.
The bottom line is that when using these
Lithium batteries as a source of power for
anything electronic that it is important to
think safety first.
—from VK4BB and Amateur Radio Newline

Attendee Registration is now open! Reserve your place now for Pacificon 2013 at
				
www.pacificon.org
Call For Presenters
Located in the heart of the Silicon Valley, and
know for its top-notch Forums, Pacificon 2013
is currently accepting presentation proposals.
Our tracks this year will be:
• Homebrewing & Kits
• Emergency Communications
• Culture and Community
• Youth in Amateur Radio
• Amateur Radio in Academia
• Operating Techniques, Tips, and Trends
• Digital and Control Systems
• RF, Microwave, and Analog
• The History of Amateur Radio
FYI: We’re moving to a new website this

Ham TV Heads To The ISS
A Japanese HTV-4 cargo vessel carrying the
new Ham TV gear was successfully launched
to the International Space Station on Saturday, August 3rd. Once activated, the primary
mission of Ham TV is to perform contacts
between the astronauts on the ISS and
school students by adding real time video to
the current voice only QSO’s within the ARISS
program.
The European Space Agency’s Columbus module on the ISS will host the 2.4 GHz video
transmitting station in addition to the exist-

year, powered by PointView. PointView
integrates a full conference management
engine into the website which allows us
to dynamically manage Forums, Speakers,
and Special Events and have those changes
appear on the website in real time. PointView also handles submission of presentation proposals.
Swap Meet
How can you have an amateur radio convention without a Swap Meet? You can’t, which
is why we’ll have a parking lot full of folks
offering lots of great equipment for great
prices.
ing 2 meter FM amateur radio station. The
new equipment can broadcast images from
the ISS during the school contacts or other
downlink other pre-recorded video images
up to 24 hours a day.
The IARU Amateur Satellite Frequency
Coordination Panel has announced frequencies of 2422.0 MHz and 2437.0 MHz for
use by the Ham TV project. It is currently
planned to transmit using the DVB-S signal
format with 10 watts of power. More about
the project is on the web at tinyurl.com/
iss-ham-tv (ARISS
—from Amateur Radio Newsline

S-unit definitions
S- unit
value*
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
+10
+20
+30
+40
+50
+60
+70
+80
+90

dB
mV
0.10
-20
0.20
-14
0.39
-8
0.78
-2
1.6
4
3.1
10
6.3
16
12.5
22
25
28
50
34
158
44
500
54
1,581
64
5,000
74
15,811
84
50,000
94
158,114
104
500,000
114
1,581,139 124
mV

dBm
-127
-121
-115
-109
-103
-97
-91
-85
-79
-73
-63
-53
-43
-33
-23
-13
-3
+7
+17

*S-unit is defined (by N6RK) as S9=50mV, 6 dB/Sunit
			

www.n6rk.
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SCCARC Calendar of Events

SCCARC Board - 2013
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Directors

Robert Ritchey

Ron Skelton
David Copp
Kathleen McQuilling
Cap Pennell
Suellene Petersen
Oliver Pitterling
Becky Steinbruner
(Immediate Past Pres.) Bruce Hawkens
K6BJ Trustee
Allen Fugelseth

MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz
County

ARES Net
San Lorenzo
Valley
Loma Prieta
Monterey
LPRC

KJ6FFP

W6WO
WS2I
708-2206
KI6AIE
476-6303
KE6AFE
429-1290
K6CPA
KI6LLD		
KI6TKB
AC6DN
WB6RWU
475-8846

K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz (linked to KI6EH)
KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)		
K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
• SCCARC Net Monday 7:30 PM 146.79- /147.945- /147.180+ linked
• SCCARC 10 Meter Net Monday 7:00 PM 28.308 MHz USB
SC County Wide ARES Tuesday 7:30 PM on 147.180+ PL 94.8
and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
WR6AOK 147.120+ PL 94.8 Ben Lomond
• SLV Net Thursday 7:30 PM
AB6VS 440.550+ / AE6KE 146.835- PL 94.8  (linked for net)
• LP ARES / LPARC Net Tuesday 7:15 PM
K6LY 146.97- PL 94.8 / 444.700+ PL123 (linked for net) Monterey
• Monterey Co. ARES Net Wednesday 7:30 PM K6LY 146.970- (PL 94.8)
• NPSARC Net Wednesday at 8 PM on K6LY/R
WR6ABD 146.640- PL 162.2 / 442.900+ PL 162.2 (winsystem.org)
• LPRC Net Tuesday 8:00 PM  146.640-(PL 162.2)
• Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast Tuesday

• Santa Clara Valley Section Traffic NET  Tuesday 9:00PM 146.640- (PL 162.2)

FOR MORE INFO SEE: http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
P.O. BOX 238
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95061-0238

ARES Meeting (prior to club meeting)
SCCARC Meeting
Cake Meetings
Board Meeting
Short Skip articles due
SCCARC Meeting

Friday Aug 16
Friday Aug 16  
Sat Aug 10, 24
Thur
Aug 22
Mon
Sep 9
Friday Sep 20

MONTHLY MEETINGS.
The SCCARC Meets at 7:30 PM, on the THIRD FRIDAY
of the each month (except December). Meetings are
at Dominican Hospital, Education Center, 1555 Soquel
Drive, Santa Cruz
.
Net
Control Schedule:

8/12
8/19
8/26
9/2
9/9
9/16

Lou NJ6H
Becky KI6TKB
Chris KG6DOZ
Phil KE6UWH
Tom K6TG
Lou NJ6H
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